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Redden heads schedule

ASOCE to host
forum week
by DAVID WATKINS

To anyone who's ever noticed a great flying creature over Campus Elementary School. . .don't
panic, it's only one of several barn owls who inhabit the attic of CES during the daylight hours.
Noting this curio of the Oregon College campus, lamron 2 assistant editor Pat Cochran in
vestigated further and discovered this pair of sibling owlets. Sporting a face that only its
mother could love, one young owl bravely faced the "enemy" and hissed defiantly while its
brother (or sister, what ever the case may be) chose to hide and would only venture a shy glance
over its shoulder at the intruders. For those of you who have never heard a hissing of a baby barn
owl. . .well, it sounds similar to a vacuum cleaner whose dust bag needs to be emptied. (Photo by
Neil Fryer)

Next week is the first annual
Student Forum Week at OCE.
The purpose is to make students
aware of current issues in the
Oregon Legislature and College
that they should be aware of.
There will be a short presentation
on a different topic each day of
the week followed by a discussion
and question-and-answer period.
The topic and speaker schedule
is as follows:
Monday, Apr. 16: James
Redden, Oregon State Treasurer,
will be here to discuss the con
troversial tax plan
being
proposed by Gov. McCall.
Tuesday, Apr. 17: The topic is
Enrollment Fees, and the
discussion will center around
tuition and incidental fees. The
panelists will be John Moore,
Professor of Humanities at OCE,
Secretary of the OCE Chapter of
the American Federation of
Teachers,
and
# OCE's
representative to the State
Faculty Senate, discussing
tuition as the unfair tax; Steve
Lamb and Rick Blanche. ASOCE

F l e x i c bo ml pe t ,e n c y - b a s e d

New elementary ed. curriculum proposed
Future elementary education
majors at Oregon College of
Education may encounter a new,
streamlined curriculum as early
as 1974. Observers who attended
the Curriculum Proposal Hearing
for Elementary Education April
2nd heard Dr. Bud Garrison
describe a proposal that would
revolutionize
the
present
elementary program and make
competency-based teacher
education at OCE a reality.
The
program
proposal,
initiated by the Elementary
Education Division, which
Garrison heads, would include a
64-hour Liberal Arts Core
Curriculum, a 45-hour teaching
specialty
(elementary
education), and 36 hours of
Professional education
requirements.
Elimination of the 36-hour
subject area minor and the
significant reduction of the
current 101-hour LACC would
leave the remaining 47 hours
required for graduation free for
the student to apply according to
his needs or interests.
Students could use the 47 hours
to pursue a specialty in education
(eg
special education), to
engthen "weak" areas, or to
^plore areas of special interest.

Students wishing to take some
additional hours above the 192
required for graduation could
achieve the equivalent of a
secondary norm for middle
school placement.
One of the major criticisms of
the current elementary education
curriculum is its restrictive
nature. Within the 192-hour
format, elementary majors are
now allowed only seven hours of
electives in addition to the
selection of a subject area minor.
The proposed curriculum would
add a 47-hour flexibility to the
program, allowing the student to
make some of
his own
educational decisions.
"Our proposal would eliminate
the requirements of elementary
education majors that are not
directly related to elementary
teaching," said Garrison. As
examples, he cited that the
current
20-hour
science
requirement would be reduced to
12 hours as well as reductions in
the present hour requirements
for music, art, and social science.
Essentially, the Elementary
Education Division's program
proposal represents a natural
outgrowth of the Experimental
Teacher Education Program.
Duiring the first two quarters of

An inside look
at the Cedarwood
Convalescent Home.
Page 4.

the 1972-73 academic year, OCE
experimented with a consortiumbased, field-oriented teacher
education
program
for
elementary school teachers.
Under the direction of Dr.
Garrison, the ETEP program
involved 50 students, seven
college professors, one resear
cher from the Teaching Research
Division, and about 40 teachers
from five elementary schools in
Dallas and Salem.
The results of OCE's fledgling
attempt at competency-based
teacher
education
were
significant. All but seven of the 50
students were able to achieve the
competency standards set for the
two terms work, and five per
formed so well that they were
encouraged to seek a waiver of
the student teaching requirement
for graduation. Three students
actually demonstrated the
competency and were given
credit by examination.
Another significant outcome
was the development of per
formance
standards
for
classroom teaching and the
necessary evaluation forms
designed for the busy classroom
supervisor. Each of the 50
students was formally evaluated
in the performance of three short

lessons and one two-day full-time
teaching assignment . The
evaluation procedure proved to
be workable and effective.
The Experimental Teacher
E d u c a t i o n
P r o g r a n
demonstrated the workability
and effectiveness of the type of
program espoused by the recent
curriculum proposal. It allows
the student increased freedom in
making his own educational
choices, and effectively coor
dinates the teaching methods
courses with a comprehensive
field experience.
The Elementary Education
Division's proposal now goes to
the Teacher Education Com
mittee where it will be studied
and discussed campus-wide for
approximately three months. The
Teacher Education Committee
will then make a recom
mendation to Dean of Faculty
Bert Kersh and he will attempt to
reconcile any modifications with
Oregon's certification rules and
the requirements of NCATE
(National Council of Acrediting
Teacher Education).
The completed proposal would
then be submitted to the State
Board for further modifications
and possible implementation in
the fall of 1973.

Senators; and Steve Park, a
graduate student from the
University of Oregon who
recently completed a research
paper on allocation of incidental
fees at the seven state schools for
the Consumer Research Center
at U of O.
Wednesday. Apr. 18: The topic
is Faculty Evaluation with the
discussion centered around
discussing
methods
of
evaluation, drawbacks and
benefits, possible uses and the
various potentialities of a
comprehensive system of faculty
evaluation. The speakers will be
Dr. Harry Geil from the OCE
Education Department: Dr. Hay
Brodersen from the OCE Natural
Sciences Department; Dr. Sam
Anderson, past president of the
OCE faculty senate; and Bruce
Melendy. an OCE graduate
student. Two members of the
Oregon State System of Higher
Education Teaching Research
Division have been invited, but at
press time they had not as yet
confirmed whether or not they
would attend.
Thursday, Apr. 19: The topic
will be Curricular Change and the
discussion will cover SEEK, the
Liberal Arts Core Curriculum
(LACC), the possibility of an
inter-disciplinary degree on
campus, and explanations of the
overall curriculum structure.
Present to discuss the issue will
be Dr. Bert Kersh, OCE Dean of
Faculty ; Dr. J. Morris Johnson of
the OCF" Natural Science
Department and Chairman of the
General Studies and PreProfessional Committee at OCE:
Steve Lamb and Rick Blanche,
ASOCE Senators.
Friday, Apr. 20: The topic will
be Financial Aids with discussion
of the happenings on the National
Level concerning grants, etc.;
State level concerning the plans
to offset the expected cuts; and
the Local level concerning the
campus Work-Study program
and jo s. The speakers will be Jim
Sumner. Campus Financial Aids
Officer, discussing the issue at
the National level : Rick Blanche
and Steve Lamb, ASOCE
Senators discussing the issue at
the State level; and Celina
Campbell, head of the campus
Work-Study program discussing
the issue at the Local level.
All the sessions will begin at
noon on the respective days &nd
last for approximately one hour.
If the weather is good, they will
be held either outside the main
entrance of the College Center or
on the patio next to that. If the
weather decides otherwise, the
(Continued on page 2)

Salem recording
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Beef prices still up

Will beef boycott lower prices?
price they receive for the finished President Nixon recently ordered refuse to sell or buy any animals
slaughtered animal; the cost of a ceiling on the price of beef with if he is to realize a loss in opera
tion." In other words, a price
the beef ; cattle going into the hopes of remedying the situation.
"A price ceiling won't bring ceiling clear across the board of
feedlot, and the cost of feed and
other production inputs required forth a higher supply of beef all goods is necessary for an
to take the beef animal to weight, overnight for. the consumers," effective reduction in price.
Dean
Kolmer
again
commented Dean Kolmer. "One
in the final grading process.
Profits also depend on the risks adverse reaction of a price emphasized the 5 percent
the farmer encounters during the ceiling is possible. If the farmer reduction of beef consumption for
duration of the feeding process. buys calves to sell in six to ten each family to lower the prices
Many risks are incorporated months for slaughter the price proportionately. "The consumer
with the feeding operation: the will be the same as it is today for can change his mind in 30 seconds
uncertainty of prices at the time the animal. So, with the rising as to how much beef he wants to
the slaughter animal will be cost of soybean meal and feed, buy each week, while the farmer
ready for market; the un the farmer's profit potential will has two years to -complete his
certainty of feedlot gains, which diminish. The farmers will then cycle of feed cattle. The process
can be affected by weather stop feeding cattle and simply takes time."
conditions, health and disease
problems; and the uncertainty
This data reflects the average cost for Iowa cattle feeding
over the price of feed and other
enterprises with average management. This information was
production inputs. These con
gathered by Solon A. Ewing, the Assistant Director of the
ditions result in the variability of
Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station of Iowa
net returns for the farmer.
State University.
Net returns from one period to
another are never quite the same
Example 1. Cost and Return of 1969-71
or predictable. Feeding pro
(average of three year period)
fits in 1972 proved to be vari
able throughout the year for
Gross return head less marketing cost
individual beef
but were
$310.38
(1050) lbs.)
favorable for most beef. The
Costs:
price rise on slaughter cattle
Feeder animal (520 lbs. -avg. weight for
resulted in better returns than
$171.79
calves and yearlings
expected early in the year.
$97.13
Feed
costs
However, the price for beef cattle
Operating costs, death loss, interest
fell significantly from July
Dr. Lee R. Kolmer, Dean of Agriculture at Iowa State holds a Ph.D.
26.91
and facilities
through November. This resulted
in agricultural economics and marketing. Dean Kolmer testified
$295.83
Total
in small returns during October
recently before a United States Senate sub-committee hearing
Return to labor and management
through November, with some
presenting material explaining the procedure and expenses of beef
14.55
per head fed
farmers suffering actual losses.
cattle enterprises.
Return per hour of labor and
Over the past ten years feeding
$2.31
management
wages than ever before," he returns have varied widely, with
bv D1ANK KOLMER
added. "This has caused an five years of favorable profits
Example 2. Cost and Return of 1972
unusual increase in the demand
"A total meat boycott is for beef over recent years. The and five years when returns were
Gross return head less marketing cost
not the answer," stated Dr. Lee average family now eats more low. There has been a gradual
$371.25
(1100 lbs.)
Kolmer, Dean of Agriculture at beef than the family of 50 years increase over the past two years
Iowa State. Dean Kolmer was in ago. People with increased on the price of fed cattle.
Costs:
210.05
Feeder animal (542 lbs. average weight)
This gradual increase has
Corvallis last week visiting and salaries have been willing to pay
100.73
Feed costs
granted lamron 2 an exclusive the demanded price of beef. The shown a strong rise since late last
Operating costs, death loss, interest
interview, reflecting his views on price of food has gone up a lot less year. Despite a further increase
31.21
and facilities
the recent inflation of meat than the rise of wages." With in domestic production of beef
$341.99
and larger beef imports the price
Total
prices.
material researched by the Iowa
Return to labor and management
"If everyone consistently ate 5 State Extension Staff, Kolmer has increased. In 1973 the
29.26
percent less beef, the price would
domestic beef slaughter is up 3
per head fed
continued to explain the uprise of
go down 5 percent," said Kolmer.
Return per hour of labor and
percent from the previous year.
4.88
who believes that a reduction in meat prices with the expensive The year production is expected
management
procedure of cattle feeding.
beef consumption would lower
to show an increase of
The profits of cattle feeders are approximately 3 percent. These
the market price. "More people
This data permits calculation of a four year average rate of
dependent upon three things: the moderate increases in supply do
are working in the U. S. at higher
return for th period 1969-1972. Oh this basis, the average hourly
not satisfy an unusually strong
return to labor and management is $2.95.
demand for beef.
With the prices up, this strong
demand is a major factor in the
price hike. Higher average in
comes and more people working
has caused an increase in the
beef demand. Remember, these
wondering. A Thursday night, as
unpredictable elements play an
a matter of fact, at 8 p.m.
important role in determing
It's a concert and it's going to
The Senate recently passed code in 1971, when possession of
price.
Dear Editor:
be in the Music Hall Auditorium.
and sent to the House a bill that the drug was punishable by a
A rise in beef cattle prices since
At the last dance the College
would set aside certain con felony only, may under certain
December has increased the Center Guard Squad began They are worth the $1 admission,
victions for the possession of circumstances have the record of
potential profit on cattle sold enforcing an old rule for the first believe me. It's a mellow sound
marijuana.
their conviction wiped off the
recently or to be sold in the near time in a long time. I refer to the that's refreshingly different. Why
Persons
convicted
of record.
future. This applies to feeders requirement of an I.D. card. The don't you come and get off on
some good sounds. It might save
possessing marijuana before the
The bill, authored by Sen..Bettv
who have experienced normal
advent of Oregon's new criminal Roberts (D-Portland), passed feeding conditions. Many feeders only problem with this is that it your head from busting from all
was not advertised as an I.D.
the Senate Tuesday 27-2. Sens.
have been faced with adverse dance (I.K. maybe). Many the studying you've been doing?'.
See ya there (your friend,
Victor Atiyeh (R.-Portland) and
feeding conditions the past people were turned away and
Robert Smith (R.-Burns) cast the
winter. This includes abnormally either had to go back to the dorms Rudy).
only two dissenting votes.
cold and damp conditions in the or forget the dance entirely,
The bill would allow a person
west and southwest, severe cold
unless
the Guard Squad
convicted of a possession felony
early in the winter in the midwest
recognized their face. These
to petition the court to set aside and damp weather and muddy
people don't know everyone on l a m r o n 2 i s a s t u d e n t - o p e r a t e d , s t u d e n t
the conviction if he has fully
spaper. Composi
feedlot conditions in recent
(Continued from page 1)
campus, so some of my friends tpi uo nb lai ns hd e dp r iwn et ienkgl by y n Pe w
o l k C o u n t y Itemize''*
complied with and performed the
months in Iowa and the midwest.
were
turned
away.
Next
time
Observer. Publication date is Thursday, U
presentations will be held inside sentence of the court and if he is
These conditions have sharply
t i o n d a t e , $3. A d d r e s s :
there is a dance, I would like the n o o n . Y e a r l yt esru,b sMc roi np m
o u t h , O r e g o n 97361.
the College Center in the main not charged with any other
reduced gains for many feeders College Center to notify everyone CP ohlolne ge ,e 8C3 8e n1220
e x t . 347 o r 838-1171.
hallways where the art exhibits crime.
and resulted in a sharp rise in as to whether or not I.D. cards
The court would then judge if
EDITOR
Mike Haqlund
usually are (in front of the
feeding costs.
will be required.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Pat Cochran
ASOCE offices).
the person's actions since his
Simultaneously, the price of
ASSISTANT EDITOR
D i c k Soules
Fraternally yours,
Everyone is invited to take part conviction warrant clearing the feed grains and supplement feeds
BUSINESS MGR
W e s Aanderud
Mark Griswold
B
U
S
I
N
E
S
S
S
T
A
F
F
M
a
rk Philip
in the ASOCE sponsored record.
have gone up sharply. Especially
CIRCULATION MGR
M a r k Griswold
discussions. The topics are in
If the conviction is set aside, supplement costs, which are
CAMPUS EDITOR
D i a n e Kolmer
CAMPUS NEWS STAFF
Cyndee Wolfe,
teresting, and it isn't often that the records of the conviction shall
more than double from last year.
M a r y L i n d b e r g , P a t Leutwylerchances for open discussion on be sealed, in the bill's words, "for A 44 percent soybean meal sells
Diane Kolmer
FEATURE EDITiRob C r a w f o r d
these issues are available.
purposes of the law the applicant
Chin-Pod?
now for $235 a ton, last year one
FEATURE EDITOR
D a v e Watkins
Professors having classes at sdhall be deemed not to have ton sold for $114. The price of
They're two people with a lot of
FEATURE STAFF
Rob Crawford,
Mark Griswold
that time are also encouraged to' been prevously convicted."
feeder corn in Iowa this year is talent.
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTORS
° "
take one day during the week and
However, if a person has more
They do their thing and they do
$1.30 a bushel, last year one
S w a n s o n , T i m P.etsho
try to incorporate the discussion than one conviction other then
bushel sold for $1.03. These un it well. If you like a little E N T E R T A I N M E N T E D I T O R D a n T o m p k " '
subject matter into their classes. traffic violation, or if he has
predictable elements determine something that's between folk E N T E R T A I N M E N T S T A F F
R o n CraigThe speakers are informed on already had a conviction set
M e l e e s a McVie
what price the beef cattle will be and folk jazz music, you'll
their topics, and everyone is aside, he would not be eligible.
RTS EDITOR
Ted Grimsrud
sold for at slaughter. Then the really dig coming and hearing SS PP O
ORTS COLUMNIST
Dave Low*
urged to come and take ad
The bill will take effect im retailer slaps on his expenses and these two girls.
SPORTS STAFF
T i m Petshow
vantage of this unique op mediately if it clears the House profit on the meat to further
C
H
I
E
F
P
H
O
T
O
G
R
A
P
H
E
R
Bill Co«el
They're coming on April 19.
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
LeeAnn
portunity to question and learn. and is signed by the Governor. heighten the sticker price. That's a Thursday, in case you're
S l a w s o n , T i m Johnso"

House considering

marijuana possession
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Dortmund heads new chapter

AFT anticipates changes
by MELISA MCFIE
A local chapter of the
American
Federation
of
Teachers (AFT) is now being
organized on the OCE campus,
under the leadership of acting
president E. K. Dortmund.
Founded in 1916, the AFT is a
national union and is affiliated
with the AFL-CIO.
An Assistant Professor of
History, E. K. Dortmund is
taking an active role in the for
mation of an AFT college local
because he feels that it "will be
an effective bridge over .troubled
waters."
"Conventional forms of faculty
and administration governments
have proven well-intentioned but
ineffectual in dealing with
growing job insecurity, the
erosion of real income by in
flation, and the blight of
inadequate fringe benefits,
especially grossly inadequate
medical and hospitalization
coverage," he said.
According to Mr. Dortmund,
present forms of faculty and
administrative governments
cannot alter "an antiquated,
inadequate and unjust merit pay
system, a system which at OCE is
Dr. E. K. Dortmund is president of the newly established chapter of
pock-marked with inequities; nor
the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) on the OCE campus.
can they effectively challenge the
(Photo by Bill Coffel)
fact that in the Oregon System of
Higher Education there is
discrimination based on where
one teaches."
Other "short-comings" of the
present
system which Mr.
International-National:
New York City - Newsweek
Washington D. C. - Oglala Sioux magazine declared it has learned Dortmund hopes to change are:
are facing financial disaster that a key Watergate witness is 1) "confusion in curriculum
because of the occupation of ready to announce that he was procedures", 2) "a general
Wounded Knee by militant In told John N. Mitchell's interest condition of decision-making by
dians. The issue at Wounded was piqued after he viewed hidden proceedings" 3) and "the
manipulation of
imprecise
Knee is the need for jobs. A tribal documents photographed last
regulations." To Mr. Dortmund
officer, Eagle Bull, stated "Give May 30 at the Democratic
all of these reveal the non
us our jobs and there won't be National Committee. James
existence of an effective and
any Indian problem." Militant McCord is prepared to tell a news democratic government at OCE.
Indians at Wounded Knee refused conference that he had been told It appears to him and acting
over the weekend to surrender Mitchell ordered the June 17 raid
treasurer Ms. Brackenbury, that
their arms, and peace talks were after seeing the photographs.
OCE needs a government to
broken off between protest
which both parties, faculty and
leaders and White House aides.
administration should be com
State:
mitted by law. That is why they
Saigon - Communist forces
are turning toward an alliance
attacked two peace keeping Salem - A bill proposed to levy a with an organization such as the
ten
per
cent
tax
on
logs
exported
helicopters from Canada in the
AFT.
Mekong Delta on Monday. As a to Japan encountered con
Through AFT affiliation they
stitutional
problems
Monday.
It
result the Canadians are
hope to obtain collective
would
levy
the
tax
on
all
Oregonconsidering quitting observer
bargaining with binding ar
sites in Communist territory. A produced logs, except those cut bitration. Mr. Dortmund believes
for
lumber
in
Oregon.
The
decision will not be made until an
that "only through collective
investigation has been com constitution says revenue bills bargaining contracts can the
must be introduced in the house. faculty secure its professional
pleted.
This bill was introduced in the due. This matter of taking the
Mougins, France - Pablo Ruiz Senate by Sen. George Wingard, faculty recommendations "under
Picasso, the Spanish painter who R-Eugene. The bill is also un advisement' is no longer an
because
it adequate procedure for insuring
was the most influential creator constitutional
of modern art in the 20th century, discriminated against lumber the best representation of faculty
died at his home on the French mills in other states by taxing the interests and needs."
Riviera Sunday . He was ninety- logs they receive from Oregon.
Likewise
Ms.
B.
J.
one.
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Brackenbury supports this view.
"We want an open and legally
binding contract with our. em
ployers, the State Board of
Higher Education, clearly setting
forth all conditions relating to
salary, tenure and promotion, as
these are mutually agreed upon
between us. As things are now,
those decisions that effect our
work and our lives are being
formed by administrators using
evaluative criteria that is either
in a state of flux or is somewhat
inconsistently applied," she said.
"We do not want to air personal
or private grievances or have an
angry
confrontation
with
administrators, but rather we
want to sit down with them and
participate in the decision
making process," she added.
But not all administrators
would be allowed to "sit down
and participate in the decision
making process." Ordinarily at
the college level, the AFT
prevents those, who have the real
power to recommend hiring and
firing, from becoming a member.
Is this democratic procedure?
ikYes, it is from our point of
view," replied Ms. Brackebnruy.

National AFT
$1.75 per month
State OFT
1.00 per month
.22 per month
AFL-CIO
Marion-Polk
Yamhill Labor Counci; .13 per
month
TOTAL
$3.10 per month
Left for Local AFT 1.90 per month

"The money will be ex
ceedingly well spent, " remarked
Dortmund, "and those who are
joining are doing so because they
feel that the money will be more
effectively and more practically
used than if all of it were to
remain on the local level.
In short, Mr. Dortmund
advocates unions and collective
bargaining because it strikes him
as pragmatic at the moment. He
feels that collective bargaining
with binding arbitration breeds
mutual respect, honesty and
impartial implementation of laws
by which you run your institution.
Are there disadvantages to the
organization of the AFT? Some
say yes.
I had the opportunity to in
terview a professor who is oppos
ed to an organization such as the
AFT. He bases this opposition on
his personal philosophy, stating
that general experience shows
that after a period of time,
workers who do not wish to join
the union are pressured to do so.

Will a teachers' union allow its
members to maintain their
position whether or not they are
performing their duties well? Ms.
Brackenbury said, "No." To her
He is concerned that the same
an established chapter of AFT
would not mean absolute pattern will emerge at OCE.
"protection" for the faculty Union activity is violent in two
member. "Students, colleagues respects, he went on to sav.
For example, 1 > a faculty
and administrators would still
member
who does not condone
have the responsibility of
evaluating faculty members. union activity will in time be
Some would still go, and some either subtlely or overtly
could still be fired, but the pressured to become a member;
reasons would be known and but even more important 2) the
clear. Now we don't know what union must resort to violence,
whether overt or implicit if it is to
criteria is being used."
Ms. Brackenbury, however, achieve its objectives.
A hypothetical example:
does not feel that she has been
personally mistreated: "In so far Suppose the salary arrived at by
as I know, I have not been the administration is presented to
maligned or mistreated by my the faculty and an individual
superiors at OCE," she said. She faculty member feels that it is
wishes to be evaluated by her "too low"? What, under normal
colleagues and by her students, circumstances, can he do?' 1) He
and she feels that this process can accept what is being offered,
would continue even if teachers or 2) not work for the institution
and seek employment where the
were unionized.
Acting officers, treasurer salary is higher.
"Collective bargaining",
Brackenbury and president
however,
affords a third alter
Dortmund both agree that the
native. The faculty can now
student will benefit from the
formation of AFT on campus. demand that the administration
According to Mr, Dortmund AFT pay more than it is willing to
"is the best protection students voluntarily pay.
have for quality education."
Assuming that
the ad
He stated that as the faculty is ministration refused to meet this
brought more into the picture, the demand, then the Teachers'
student will gain. In answer to the Union (AFT) resorts to violence,
question, "how will the student in that, not only would they refuse
gain: Mr. Dortmund stated that to work, which is their right, bpt
the AFT would propose reduction they would forcibly prevent
of tuition.
others, who do not share their
It is his belief that every view, from working, thereby
student should have the right to a depriving them of their choice to
'free' education. But how would work under conditions which are
the necessary funds be provided? acceptable to them.
Thru more taxation was his
If the union were not to^resort
reply.
Those at the helm of the AFT, to forcibly preventing others
at OCE, feel that through this from working at the salary
organization their ends will be agreed upon between themselves
best achieved. First, they feel and the administration, then they
that because it is a national could not make their demand
organization, (although the AFT effective.
college
local
is
entirely
The reason they could not is
autonomous), it will benefit from
that the administraton would
its connections wih the AFL-CIO.
Secondly, these connections simply replace those who are
demanding more than the
will provide expert legal aid for
the faculty and the right to call on administration is willing to pay
the national resources of the with those who are willing to
AFL-CIO. Finally, Dortmund accept what the administration is
stated that the dues paid to the paying, and this would, in effect,
state and national organizations leave the union member having
will give the local AFT political chosen one of the two initial
alternatives; that is, 1) accept
power.
Present dues, at OCE are $60 a what was offered or 2) find a job
year or $5 a month. Acting elsewhere. But this is precisely
treasurer Brackenbury gave a what "collective bargaining" is
percetage breakdown on exactly designed to prevent.
AFT. . .more freedom or an
where the dues will go.
additional
restriction?
FACULTY DUES $5 per month
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Cedarwood convalescent home:
more there than meets the eye
gifts, potted plants-real and Dr. Hall's care and concern while
she's been at Cedarwood.
artificial, and a long hallway
According to Killen about half
straight in front of me and a room
the older people in Oregon nur
on my right.
An aide wheeled a lady in a sing homes are referred there by
wheelchair up and she said, welfare. This creates problems
because welfare pays $11.12 per
"Didn't I just see you out in
diem and actual cost is $13.59.
back?"
Head nurse, Fran Anderson,
Startled, I watched stupidly as
1 knew there was a nursing
stated that this cuts down, on the
the
aide
pushed
her
into
a
home somewhere by Mayfair but
staff they can afford to hire. Six
I couldn't find it. I drove around cafeteria which was on my left.
nurses and about 25 aides work on
Mavfair's parking lot for awhile. Then 1 followed to talk to her.
three different shifts taking care
—"Yes,
we
get
wonderful
care
Cedarwood Convalescent
of 80 patients. When someone
J ,
Center? Well that has the right here."
calls in sick, the rest of the staff
Gray
headed,
white
headed,
kind of name. H'm - looks like a
must rush around and perform
cross between a nice motel and a shriveled and smooth-older only the most essential services
people
sat
in
groups
of
fours
post office with that flag sticking
around small tables, eating. Like for the patients. She feels that
out there in front.
their care could be better if
I looked in the front windows. stones, they said nothing and
welfare would pay actual cost.
seemed
interested
in
nothing.
The people in there were sitting
Killen stated that welfare tries
Except—
"Yes,"
the
lady
said,
around, staring at nothing. 1
to put people in the cheapest
didn't want to go in, so I looked "the food is good."
nursing homes they can find. In
Over in a corner a man and an
around the grounds instead.
Portland there are old hotels
aide
began
fighting.
"You
have
to
In front, a parking lot, a well
which Killen said were firetraps,
kept lawn and a few trees, looked take your pill. Do you want to
good. I walked around the left stay sick? —well, don't blame me which are being used as nursing
homes. Older people are on the
<ide of the building past a lot of if you don't get better."
Nobody looked up at the second and third stories of these
indows through which I could
buildings and many of them don'1
ee the patients beds-all of them ruckus. I looked around again,
•mptv except one. A lady wat- said goodbye to the lady and left. have elevators that work.
OCE has a contract with
hed me until I was out of sight.
According to Killen one hom(
It doesn't look like anybody Cedarwood-it rents two private
uses the back yard. There are a rooms for students referred there on the way to Lincoln City is in £
building which is about 100 yean
couple of cedar trees and picnic by Dr. Richard Hall.
According to Don Killen, owner old. Twenty three welfan
tables but the benches to the
patients live there. It charges $6 <
tables rest against a fence with of Cedarwood, students who may
have infectious diseases are day
rusty gas and oil cans sitting on
What is it like to live or work in
quarantined for the first 24
A long life ends in a severe solitary world for those in an illtop of them.
equipped nursing home. (Photo by Bill Coffel)
The ground was lumpy and hours and most are pretty a nursing home?
Anne Shollenberger, an aide at
hard for me to walk on. I wonder disappointed about that.
Ellie Jenny, an OCE student Cedarwood, told me she likes
how it would be for an older
person? 1 looked at the weeds who has been in Cedarwood for working there most of the time.
"That looks good on you."
against the fence and trees and over a week stated that she is She said she enjoyed the people. from home. Yes, I've been here
People just sitting around,
getting good care, that the food is "Even senile people have their for more than a year-the people
went back to the front.
Just inside the door, I found substantial-though not quite what own personalities--we get a kick are very sociable-ves, the nurses staring at nothing?
A younger woman, about 35, in
are nice."
myself in a little alcove. 1 noticed she's used to-and that the staff let out of them too."
a
wheelchair with one of her
Before
I
left
I
went
into
the
day
her
put
up
posters
in
her
room.
As
she
was
telling
me
that
she
a green velveteen couch, a glass
ease with knick knacks to buy tor She was especially pleased with room, which was the smoky room didn't understand why she wasn't arms up in the air watched it's
I'd noticed when I first came in, allowed to smoke in her room, I movements.
"Help that man over there,
to talk to Mrs. Florence Fisher, a
noticed the rest of the people
patient I'd heard a lot about from around us. A lady in a red and Jake," somebody said. He did.
"Good morning. How are
the staff.
white striped dress came in,
Although I'd heard that she walked over to a group of people you?"
Fleeting impressions. There's
would tell me everything she who were listening to a story and
didn't like about the place, she held it out for them to admire. ^ more there than meets the eye at
said she was very comfortable at
"Oh, vou look very nice today." first glance.

by VANDA WOODSIDE
As 1 was driving along
Monmouth Avenue thinking •
nursing home - some depressing
place where sick old people are
shuffled away to die, I passed
Cedarwood Convalescent Center.

Profs attend
conference

Conversation is minimal among patients. Aides have limited time
for individual attention due to lack of appropriate funds. (Photo by
Bill Coffel)
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Two Oregon College of
Education faculty members
attended a five-day Minneapolis,
Minn.,
conference
on
"Curriculum for Individuality"
held by the Association for
Curriculum Development.
Dr. Margaret Hiatt, professor
of education, and Dr. Charles
Gengler, associate professor of
education, are both members of
the board of directors of the
National
Association
for
Secondary
Curriculum
Development and were involved
in special policy-making sessions
at the conference as well as the C
general meetings.
o
Dr. Hiatt reported on OCE's
y
experimental block program, in
p
which related subjects are taught
as a group rather than as
O
separate courses, at a special
N
session for teacher educators
interested
in
innovative
developments.
Dr. Gengler received two
appointments, one to the
nominating committee for the 13member executive council and
four at-large positions on the 200member board of directors.
He was also named to the
Teacher Education Council
which coordinates affairs of the
association dealing with teacher
education. This year the council
is placing priority on urban
education,
environmental
education, and on reducing the
rift between administrators and
instructors.

COUPON

Glass
with processing

FILM
additional Glasses
available

'°r 29T
R' n L Super Drug
170 W. Main
ixpires April 25, 1973
•COUPON'
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down the
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* Live Recording

III: ELECTRON'

• Live Stereo

Scruggs Revue will be here at OCE for the first big concert

j 10. The Ear*S^s Rev«e will have a program ranging from
8 '
n
o11 „„
Tickets are
are available
tu*> n~u
ec fn
•;
rass
to rock.
rock. Tickets
available in
in the
College Cen. ^r at $2
DO

• Live TV
* Live People

5eMo'»day-Aprl116 concert at 8:00 in the New Gymnasium.

+++
..play Misty for Me" is the movie this week at the MHA. This film is
sheer suspense and terror. It is sure to be one of the finest films
' beshown this term. Catch the show at 6:30 and 8:45 in the MHA this
to
April 13.
Friday
lPOf

H~ -f- 4-

Senator and Varsity Rally elections are this Friday. April 13 from

jee°

,,.(10 a.m.-to 5:00 p.m. in the College Center. This is the last dav of
' 'lMfor these positions.
H—I—F
Tbe third annual Mico-College will take place on April 14 Saturday
the College Center. Micro-College will begin at 8:00 a.m
with
registration until 9:00 a.m. Five sessions of classes will be held from
,|:W.|2:00 and from 1:30-3:30. A noon luncheon will be held. Anyone
Interestd
the teaching profession is encouraged to attend this
fVent. A pre-registration cost of $2.00 is required for all participants.
+ -h
\nevening of mime will be presented by the Salem Mime Troupe on
Saturday. April '4 at 8:00 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium. Ad
mission is $.50 for all in attendance.
+++

V''%

n'\\

,-4>

Jt

+ Salem's First Record Shop

nly thing
better than our sound
is our Service

George Plimpton, the man who plays with the pros, will be the
featured speaker on Thursday. April 25, at the New Gy mnasium here
a, OCE. Tickets are now available in the College Center for the lec

GRADUATION SPECIAL

+++

ture.

+ Salem's Larget Marantz
and Sonysuperscope
dealer

to OCE students and teachers: How about participating in
* OCE's Model Comedy Swim Meet? The time is Tuesday, April 7 at 7:00
p.m.-8:00 p.m. The admission is free, the only thing we need is your
tody. The Happening is at the Old Swimmin' hole properly known as
the OCE Pool. Classical Stunts include: Dog-paddle relay, onion relay,
Ping-Pong blowing relay, Inventive Diving, Lighted Candle relay, and
aSweatshirt relay. Sign up at NPE 214 on Miss Penwell's door.
~h +
The OCE Soccer club wishes to have an organizational meeting and
¥.
announcement of the meeting that is needed. The meeting is on
Thursday night, April 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the Umatilla Room upstairs in
the College Center. If you have any questions call Prof. Balke in
Swindel Hall.
Notice

+++
Various groups in Monmouth and Independence are participating in
a clean-up and recycling campaign. The recycling station will be the
' Mayfair parking lot, operating from 9:00 a.m-5:00 p.m. Any persons
willing to spend a few hours sorting recyclable items or gatheYing
material may call the OSPIRG office at 838-4674 to volunteer or to get
more information.
-+-

+

wish to have your reusable items picked up, everything must
be out on your curb by 9:00 a.m. Saturday morning. Unbroken clean
glass, tin cans, aluminum, newspapers, magazines, cardboard, and
' ledger paper can be collected and recycled. Any trash excluding wet
garbage and tires will be taken to the sanitary landfill free of charge.
+ "E 4~
The following students have been selected to serve as Residence
Hall Student Assistants for 1973-74. Butler Hall: James Healy,
Kenneth Irvin, and David Johnson. Landers Men: Roger Boelens.
Alternate: Rockey Sagers. Arbuthnot Hall: Carol Bartholmew and
MargaretReuter. Gentle Hall:
Sherry Feger and Ellen Nussbaum.
* Landers Hall: Nancy Dowdy, Jennifer Knuth, Kay White. Alternate:
Anneluthy. Barnum Hall: Joyce Biethan and Steven Kraal.

Pre-graduation special: a regular
$387.90 Marantz stereo system for only
$347.90. . .includes a pair of genuine 4G
speakers ($118), Marantz 2010 receiver
($199.95) and BSR 310/X Turntable
($79.95). Buy now and save!

**- *» •
T*~

Shogren's Discount

387.90
50.00

Graduation Special

\J • # • %J\J

Mfg. Sugg. Price

If you

MARANTZ SYSTEM
"Quality Unsurpassed"

MARANTZ 2230 Receiver
MARANTZ Imp 6 Spk. Sys
Total MFG. Sugg. Price
Shogren's Special Price

-t- + 4The Albany PTA Coordinating Council annually offers a full tuition
scholarship to Albany high school graduates, who are majoring in
education. Any interested Albany graduates in education at OCE may
obtain an application form from Ms. Margaret Vanderford at South
* Albany High School or Mr. Ted Moon at West Albany High School.
Applications should be completed and turned in by April 15.

+ 4- 4-

Come On In And Enjoy
Alive

order!
;1i

Ahfll .
%l1

THI

11, 1973

TTP A C E ^ O ^ R ^T^E ' D " A S

A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE PUBLISHER

527.95

Available Only At Shogren's

Its a TALL

march of Dimes

Only

Full Five Year Warranty On Marantz Systems

OSPIRG will be holding a bicycle safety day at the Monmouth Fire
Station on April 21. Safety reflector tape w ill be placed on bicycles free
of charge.

birth
defects
are forever...
unless
you
help

349.95
238.00
587.95

Recording Session
Every Friday
From
7 To 9 P.M.

It's All Happening At Shogrens!
Open Monday & Friday Till 9 P.M.

Phone 581-5136

170 Liberty St

Salem
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Entertainment guide
May Apple approach
Hey, all you people out there interested in the arts (or even those of
you who know people interested in the arts), this message is for you:
read on.
There are only a few weeks left to order copies of this year's literary
magazine. May Apple Review-Red Balloon. The editor has not been
making wild (or unbelievable) promises about content, but does
assure us there will be a surprise or two. The suspense is mounting as
to what he has done and how many people you know who have contri
butions that have been accepted.
How, you ask? How do you get this little gem?
Simple, really. You simply fill out the nifty little coupon, including
check, send it in, and you'll get yours!
MAY APPLE REVIEW

RED BALLOON

Name
Campus Address

City

Address Copies To Be Sent
City

State

Zip

No. of Copies to be sent (circle one):
1 at $1.50

2 at $2.75

3 at $4

4 at $5

Thank you.

(Please send this coupon with your check or money order made
out to "Oregon College of Education") to: Robert Wiard c o
Chuck (Irell. Publications, Oregon College of Education,
Monmouth. Oregon, 97361.)

Mark Jorg , Debbie Galliano and a few kids from Robert Frost Elementary School were in
Shogren's recording studio Friday. Barney Reasoner, who produced and mixed the session said
the kids were great. The Friday sessions, 7-9 p.m. are open to the public.(Photosby Bill Coffel)

Friday night in Salem's new recording studio
bv
k
DAN
•TOMPKINS
Entertainment
Editor
^

Those dudes with the lum
berjack wielding his axe over
freshly cut logs in their ad do
more than chop down trees (or
sell stereos, for that matter).
The business is Shogren's
Stereo Electronics. 170 Liberty,
between State and Court, in
Salem. The boots, axe and poles
are all part of a new image they
got when they were redesigned
within the last five months. The
boots and axe are for the pioneer
(spirit), as the fellow on top of the
Capitol, and the poles are cedar,
as you find in the many fields of
hops in the Willamette Valley.
But behind all that, way in the
back, is a recording studio. The
studio was once a warehouse, and
is still used a bit for storage; but
now, every Friday night from 7-9.
musicians are given what is often
their first chance to record their
own or someone else's music.
The studio started out with the
Tide f Cartwright Show (Tide once
played with Buck Owens) and
Buzz Martin (who has appeared
with Johnny Cash). This country
background shouldn't discourage
anyone; to prove they have
diversified, our own Mike Lucich
with his Seven Easy pieces have
recently recorded here. Lucich
used three singers, including
Scott Riordan, and among the
compositions were pieces bv
Mike.
There you have country and
jazz, and I have reason to believe
that at least two more types of
music, religious (to some extent)
and folk. Future plans include a
Mexican
band,
barbershop
quartets and Shakespearean
soliloquies (plus whoever else
asks, and is accepted).
Barney Reasoner is the
engineer, mixer and sometime
producer in the studio, which
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carries much of
the old
Willamette Valley hopyard
pioneer flavor as the rest of the
store (including a "hayloft"
recording stage for the performers—which does not take
awav from the quality of the
recording).
Barney is head of public
relations and promotion at
Shogren's. He helps people get
their music copyrighted. He also
helps get them in contact with
major record companies. Barney
says, "We want to see that good
local music and talent gets
hearing and promoted (around
the country)."
In the studio last Friday were
Mark and Debbie. Mark is Mark
Jorg, a former student at Mr.
Angel Seminary, who has been
writing songs for the last few
years and recording them. He

has an album, "Come Home, My
Son." With Mark was Debbie
Galliano and 14 kids from Robert
Frost Elementary School in
Silverton. They recorded "A
Child" and "Cotton Fields." "A
Child" was written by Mark, as
was "Summer Man," which
Mark and Debbie practiced and
will later record. To entertain the
kids, Mark and Debbie finished
the evening with "Jambalya"
and "Dead Skunk".
Mark wrote "A Child" in 1970
and decided to re-record it now
with the kids for the effect it
would have. It is a song of
rejection, loneliness and says
that inside we are all children.
One version that was taped
began with the kids singing this
verse: "Are you sad? Tell me
why Perhaps I too would like to

Rickards' reviews
Dr.
Montana
Rickards,
professor of humanities at
Oregon College of Education, is
the author of an article reviewing
four new books dealing with
American Indian culture in the
recent
issue
of
College
Composition
and
Com
munication, a journal published
by the Council of Teachers of
English.

The books reviewed by Dr.
Rickards include "I Have
Spoken: American History
through the voices of the
Indians," "Black Elk Speaks:
Being the Life Story of a Holy
Man of the Oglalla Sioux," "The
Way: An Anthology of American
Indian Literature," and "In the
Trail of the Wind: American
Indian Poems and Ritual
Orations."

cry I can't seem to smile when I
see a child this way . It hurts me
so to watch you sitting on the
sidewalk all alone with nowhere
to go, but not wanting to go
home."
Another verse that is repeated
adds more to the song: "Can't
you see, little boy when I was
young I sat alone and played
games meant for two and there
was only one and I have cried
(why did you cry?) the many
tears you cry today I fear that
that's a hurt that will never pass
away." After a verse about being
rejected by other children, the
last line in the above verse is
changed to "The cruelty of
children will never pass away."
That's a record I'm going to
look for, when it gets pressed. It
was really given meaning that

night, especially with the chorus
of children.
My evening was completed
later, after a discussion with
Barney. I agreed with his ideas
on how creative people should
help others better understand
what's going on around them (by
various means of self-expression,
including art and music). You
don't have to look very far around
you to see how the cultural en
vironment is improved by ob
serving these means of selfexpression. To solve problems
created by rapid progress (which
often leads to self-destruction),
we find ourselves slowing down
and looking back. This explains
interest in nostalgia, the 50 's/and
why acid-rock is being replaced
by country-rock.
Slow down and take it easy

JEKYLES&

FANTASY;
FARM
Presents

Sun Flower
Tuesday - Saturday

CMHBR1DGE BOOKSTORE
LANCASTER MALL

362-3238

Come in and browse around.
We have a wide selection
of
Hardbacks — Paperbacks
Greeting cards — Cliff Notes

- Plus Big "ELVIS" Contest Still Going On.
For details check at -

Dr. Jekyll's
& Mr.
110 Liberty St. NE

SALEM

Hydes
364-3/7j
larflfo 11

The other tneclm• "for P&trich

>>

An in-depth look at what scares you t
by ROBERT WIARD

Recently, however, "Creature
Feature" has moved on to
Brooooohahaha hahahahaha, another sci-fi sub-species: into
it's monster, murder, mystery the 1960 s and the haunted houseand melodrama time on the third murder mystery set directed by
eye.
Europeans (Fench and Italian,
Veil-comb.
mostly). While one or two have
This will come as no surprise, been worth watching, the
but television has gotten into majority should never have left
horror and mystery flicks-very the Friday-the-13 th-Tripleheavily. And good, bad, there I Chiller-Feature drive-in circuit.
am, watchin 'em all. From
To be fair, "Creature Feature"
Channel 2 to Channel 13, the has provided some good viewing:
thriller's the thing-all shapes, The Monitors (recently rerun),
sizes and tastes. At present, there The Incredible Shrinking Man, a
are four local horror features and few BEM flicks and some
one network series.
haunted house movies. And
I can remember, some years while KOIN's taste in this genre
ago, staying up to an ungodly 1:30 is not consistent, neither are
a.m., on the edge of the padded horror and creature films.
rocker, heart pounding, as
Channel 3's "Terror Theatre"
Sherlock Holmes threw caution to is almost as old as the station and
the wind and solved another seems to be reflective of the
mystery. Week after week, I saw channel: fairly jumbled. "Terror
as many asIcould and wished for Theatre's" fare consists of 1950
more.
jungle and island "terror" flicks,
After the old Holmes series low-budget movies complete with
ended, Channel 12 switched to dedicated but somewhat insane
old-time
Karloff-Lugosi-Lon doctors and scientists performing
weird experiments on baboons
Chaney, Jr. classics (and a few
odd weeks of those ''Inner Sanc and spider monkeys, or leading
tum" laughables). Again, as expeditions through the Congo in
search of bloody and super
bleary-eyed as I was, as awful as
they were at times, I watched natural pagan rites where the
ignorant
natives
worship
them to the final credits, snuck
tarantulas or severed heads or
not-as-quietly-as-I-thought to bed
and promptly fell asleep. Next something equally tasteful and
week, there I sat again . And on sensational.
Channel 3, like "Creature
and on.
Naturally, I lost contact with Feature", went through a period
television itself when I entered of foreign movies, mostly
college, and found my own Mexican, Spanish and Italian,
horror, mystery and terror. with all but two or thre offering
Then, about two years ago, I was little more than jungle rot and
flipping the selector late one hay fever.
But KVDO makes up for
night, trying to find a clear
station, and I found bizarre "Terror Theatre" with their
science fiction on Channel 6. newest weekly series, the
From then on, every Sunday "Friday Fright and Fear
night at 11:30, I sat glued to Feature". The program begins
Channel 6's "Creature Feature." predictably enough with a closeSoon, however, the fruit turned up in half-tones of Bob Mason,
bitter as giant ants, spiders and who begins laughing a rever
crabs (the late 1950 "BEM"--bug- berating and chilling laugh as a
eyed monsters - fad) gave way to welcome to the show. But after
trips to Mars and the moon, that, the film's credits begin to
which seemed to concentrate roll. Here, Channel 3 seems to
more on impressive-looking, have sided with at least one other
pseudo-technology than on weird, station in deciding that "vintage""
man-eating creatures that, for horror and mystery films have
some reason, were descendents more to offer than sensational
The
names
of evil and had to be destroyed. low-buegies.
And there is nothing duller than appearing on "Friday Fright and
an hour trip to Mars (meteor- Fear Feature" are Karloff and
showers bombarding the ship like Lugosi.
scenes from TV's "Voyage to the
As I've tried to say, there are a
Bottom of the Sea)-and then the
ultimate let-down: the camera few gems among the shrouds in
pans the Martian Valley) and horror films and on horror film
suddenly! Two pulsating eyes, features. And each station, 2 to
nothing more; just eyes; the rest 13, has shown an excellent horror
of the monster is being used on or mystery film. They have also
anothers etc. These flicks, on the shown a bulk of trash. But to find
whole, are hack-jobs, and they a gem, you have to be willing to
risk a bit of stink, endure a bit of
confuse terror with boredom.

aesthetic pain. But I think it's s'') tapes his introduction, breaks
worth it.
and conclusion during the week,
Theory: While the 1930's and after watching the films, and
40's mystery and horror films are comments on them. But the
far from masterpieces in the major difference that puts
genre, there is more to them than "Sinister Cinema" a head above
sheer nostalgia. There is some the other local features is its at
very excellent acting to be found titude, or rather the attitudes of
in many of these older movies, Victor Ives and Jim Hollister.
"Sinister Cinema" underneath
usually in Karloff and character
actor bits. At times, Lugosi all the hokey lightning, thunder
shines, and Karloff is generally and misshapen creatures, is, I
superb. In the case of Lon think, a serious attempt to survey
Chaney, Jr...well, if you've seen horror films. Therefore, their
one, etc. But the 1940's spiced selection of films is much better
their films with humor and ex than, say, Channel 6, because
cellent character actors that they are trying to do more than
makes them, if nothing else, fine entertain -there are attempts to
entertainment. You can usually educate. More serious than
count on at least one character sensational, "Sinister Cinema"
actor to off-set the handsome began where a horror film course
leading man, whose acting might begin-with "Frankenstein
abilities would be hard-pressed to and Dracula. From thee, it
carry the film. The beautiful moved into the sequels (the best
which
is
Bride
of
young girl was generally of
capable, acting her way through Frankenstein) and other films
the soft focus. The 1950's became made during that time period:
obsessed with radiation, BEM's, The Black Cat, The Mummy, The
and space travel; they lost the Invisible Man, a couple Inner
character actor and humor and Sanctum shots, The Green Ghost,
produced an inferior product. et. al. Thus fqr, it has been a
Horror films of the '60's ex pretty comprehensive survey of
panded and refined this space American horror and mystery
technology motif, adding to it films of the 1930's and AO's.
advanced film techniques (which
included over-doing the color
effects). A second fad of the late
'50'sand '60's (mainly enacted by
Peter Cushing and Christopher
Lee in those gaudy and
gawdawful Hammer produc
tions) was to remake the
Classics: Frankenstein, Dracula
and their inherent sequels. A
third theme of the 19501s and 60's
was the "prehistoric epic", with
battling brontosaurusus and
skeletal
pterodactyls
and
magnified Gila monsters (also
Hammer Productions). In a
word, unfortunate. The 1970's
seem to be following its
predecessors, adding refined
cinematographic effects and a
larger body of eclecticism.
Very much worth watching is
Channel 2's "Sinister Cinema".
Granted, it's format is not unlike
the other stations, but it is dif
ferent in one regard-it is not a
carbon-copy each week and the
Host ("Victor Ives-and Friend

ART
Spatial Change: an aerial envirionment of
fleecy clouds, thunderclouds, rain, wind,
wind funnels, whirlwinds and tobaccocolored pollution and smog. This is a fiber
form of art by a group of students in a crafts
class at OCE and is on display through April
"
30 in the College Center.
"Buena Vista Memorial Clay Works
Invitational" is the current show in Camp
bell Hall Gallery 107. It features ceramic
work by artists Yoji Kan, David Keyes,
Wally Schwab and Bruce Wild; now through
April 27.

ADULT
Movie Theatre |

Prints and paintings by Douglas Campbell
Smith are at Renshaw Gallery, Linfield
College, McMinnville. Show ends Saturday;
hours are 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Thursday, 9 5
Friday and 15 on Saturday.
"Craig's Corner," a series of pen and ink
drawings by Ron Craig, starts this week in
lamron 2's Entertainment Guide.

• Magazines g|

* 8mm Film Rentals
|f* Novelties

• Movie Arcade gj

20.

Calendar of coming events

The April show at the Bush Barn in Salem
is art by Salem Public School children.
Secondary through the 15th and Elementary
the 18 29. The Gallery is at 600 Million SE.

§!* Pocketbooks

This is not to say that one is not
entertained. "Sinister Cinema"
operates on two .levels in this
respect: one level is en
tertainment, through the films
themselves (which are very
enjoyable), through Victor with
his bad puns and red-lined
Dracula's cape and through the
characters Jim Hollister por
trays, notably Ravenscroft and
Head; the second level is
education, through the films
mainly. This makes "Sinister
Cinema" more than any other
horror show.
"Sinister
Cinama"
also
presents an old, incredibly awful,
incredibly funny sci-fi serial.
(Ask
you
parents
about
those).For fifteen minutes you
can laugh at the "Radar Men
From the Moon" (the present
weekly installment with Com
mando
Cody),
"Undersea
Kingdom" (the previous serial)
and "The Flying Disc Men From
Mars" ("Sinister Cinema's "

first serial). These serials are
from the AO's and 50's and are
full of camera tricks and psuedo- .
technology. What makes them
valuable, however, is their way of
operating, how they held
suspense week after week and
their attitudes toward space,
aliens, good and evil.
Upcoming treats and Teevee
Tidbits: "The Alfred Hitchcock
Hour" (Channel 3, 10 p.m.),
"Batman" reruns (Channel 12,
weekdays at 4:30), "Perry
Mason" reruns (Channel 12 at 12
noon), "Wild Wild West" reruns
(Channel 12, weeknights at 6),
"Ironside" (Thursday, Channel
8, Thursday at 9 p.m.), See
How They Run
(1964, John
Forsythe, Jane Wyatt, Santa
Berger; Channel 12, Thursdav.
April 12, at 11 p.m.). Possession
(a made-for-TV haunted house
movie: Channel 2, Thursday
night at 11:30), "Mission:
Impossible" (Channel 6, Friday
at 8 p.m.), The Man Who Lived
Twice 1936, Ralph Bellamy:
Channel 3, Friday, April 13 at
11:30 p.m.-"friday Fright and
Fear Feature"), The Ghost
Breakers (1940, Bob Hope and
Tony Quinn; Channel 6 at 1:30
a.m.-"Creature
Feature")
Bedlam (1946, Boris Karloff and
Jason Robards) and The Crosby
Case (Channel 2, starting at
11:30, Saturday -- "Sinister
Cinema")
Hamlet (1969, Nicol Wil
liamson; Channels 7 and 10,
Thursday, April 12, at 8 p.m.)
Woman of Straw (1964, Gina
Lollobrigida, Sean Connery and
Sir Ralph Richardson; Channel
12, Friday the 13th at 11 p.m.), A
Thousand Clowns (1965, Jason
Robards, Jr. and Barbara
Harris; Channel 8, Saturday at 9
p.m.) and The Condemmed of
Altona ( 1963, Sophia Loren,
Maximillian Schell and Frederic
March; Channel 6, Saturday
night at 11:20).
Special: Don Quixote starring
Rex Harrison will be up-coming
on Channel 6, April 23. and a
musical special with James
Taylor and Carly Simon is
coming to Channel 2 and 9 on May

FILMS
"Woodstock" and "Alice's Restaurant"
are at Powell Drive in, 112th off Powell
Blvd., in Portland.
Clint Eastwood's "Play Misty For Me," to
be presented this Friday in the Music Hall, is
one of the many good flicks here this term.
"The Emigrants" is at Salem's Lancaster
Mall Theatre.

will be in the Little Theatre, May 9 12, at 8:15
p.m.

with Marianne Faithful as Ophelia, on NET
Saturday, April 14, at 9 p.m.

The Salem Mime Troupe will be at the
Music Hall Auditorium, Saturday, the 14, at 8
p.m., 50c admission.

For further ideas, suggestions, prods
(ouchi) and influences, you are invited
(cordially) to read "The other media," on
Page 7 of this week's Entertainment Guide.

MUSIC
Chin Pod, a folk-jazz duo will be in the
Music Hall Auditorium, Thursday, April 19
at 8 p.m., admission is SI.00.
The Earl Scruggs Revue, featuring Earl,
Randy, Gary & Steve Scruggs, will be in the
New PE Building April 16 at 8 p.m. Also in
the group is fiddler Vassar CUements. Front
group is Portland's Sunnyland Band. Tickets
are available in the College Center Office
(now) and at the door (Monday); the cost is
a mere $2; so get yours today!

French Chef (Julia ChildS on NET,
Sunday, April 15, at 8:30 p.m., "Sole Bonne
Femme."
"VD Blues" and "Where Is The War On
VD?" on NET, Saturday, April 14, From 7
8:30 p.m.
starring

Nicol

Saturday, April 14, is Pan American Day
and the birthdate of Rod Steiger (1925* and
Julie Christie (1940).
Sunday, April 15, is the birthdate of Bessie
Smith and it is Palm Sunday.
Monday, April 16. is the birthdate of
Charlie Chaplin (1889).

TELEVISION
"The Haunted West," a National
Geographic Special, is on Ch. 6, Thur
sday,April 12, 8 p.m.

"Hamlet,"

OTHER
Friday, April 13, begins the Songkran
Festival in Thailand and is the birthdat eof
Tom Jefferson (1743). Happy Friday the
thirteenth 1

Williamson,

Tuesday, April 17, is Passover, the bir
thdate of Nikita Khrushchev (1894) and the
night of the full moon.
Thursday, April 19, is the day the
Revolutionary War began in 1775. Tomorrow
is Good Friday.
Time is running out for orders to OCE's
1973 Literary Magazine, May Apple
Review Red Balloon. Order yours today
with coupon in this section.

Craig's

"The Poseidon Adventure" is currently
showing at the Elsinore in Salem.

J175 Commercial St N.E.

Salem, 0re.|g

364-0792

"Cabaret" is at the Capitol, in Salem.
Winner of eight oscars.
THEATRE
"The Lady From Maxim's" is at the
Pentacle, through Saturday the 14, featuring
local talent.

corner

"RUR," OCE's spring mainstage play,
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If you think Kodak is just
pretty pictures,you ought to have
your chest examined.
When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential
killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty picture. But it's an
important picture because it can help the doctor detect and
catch the killer in time.
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers,
they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get. And
that's why people at Kodak spend so many hours creating
new and better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results in

clude convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital,
an even more useful tool for the radiologist—and, most impor
tant, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films is good
for our business, which is why we went into them in the first
place. But it does our society good, too —which isn't a bad
feeling. After all, our business depends on our society—so we
care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
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Residents interviewed

Stadium street reroute raises comments

by TIM PETSHOW
lamron 2
Political contributor
After several years of fruitless
protest, the close-Monmouth
Avenue- NOW faction of the OCE
community has received the first
positive feedback from Mon
mouth city officials.
On March 28, the Monmouth
Planning Commission indicated
that they were studying the
problems and proposals (the
alternative most frequently
brought up is to re-route Mon
mouth Avenue traffic via N.
Stadium Drive) of the Mon
mouth Avenue situation. As
reported in the April fifth edition
of lamron 2, the commission may
either recommend the matter to
the city council when they meet
on May first or petition for a
public hearing.

For the benefit of you new guys
who just got here from Tierra del
Fuego or wherever, here is a
brief resume' of the situation.

proposal; about the inevitable
increase of motor traffic past
their homes. All were aware of
the situation, indeed the majority
of them were able to preceive
aspects of the problem that are
often overlooked. Comments
ranged from "it's getting worse
all the time" to a good-natured
"close down the whole thing (the
length of Monmouth avenue)."
Clearly then, it's "damned if
you do and damned if you don't."
Will the status quo prevail? Or
will new hassles be manufac
tured on the pavement of
Stadium Drive?
"What good is it to close down
that section of Monmouth
avenue?" one long-time resident
queried. "It's the intersection of
Church and Monmouth that is the
most dangerous to begin with.
"They claim they're doing it
for safety," he added. "But
whose safety?"
That old devil's advocate,
property taxes, crept into the
conversation at one point.
"We've paid out $1480 for living
on this street," one woman
explained. "They ought to put a
toll on it (Stadium Drive)". It
was said with a smile but the
meaning was clear - more cars,
more commotion, less peace and
tranquility.
For one resident however,
Stadium Drive is already beset
by headaches a'plenty.
Living near the corner of
Church and Stadium, she spoke of
roaring motorcycles and people
"with total disregard for the
speed limit."
"The noise pollution around

Student rates for econ conference
A special student registration
fee of only $1 has been adopted
for sessions of the seventh annual
Pacific Northwest Regional
Economic Conference at Por
tland State University April 27-28.
Prof. G. H. Mattersdorff of
Lewis & Clark College, program
chairman, said the $1 fee will
permit students to attend all
conference sessions. Regular
registration fees range from $15
to $30.
Among the featured speakers
of interest to studentsd will be Dr.
Wassily Leontief, professorof
economics at Harvard Uni
versity, who will address the
Friday .night
session
on
"National Resources, Population
Growth, and Environmental
Disruption-^ Multi-Sector Ap
proach." An internationally
known economist and scholar,
Dr. Leontief is one of three U.S.
economists invited to visit the
Peoples Republic of China.

lady's distress over increasing
noise balanced by the threat of a
lifeless fouth grader lying on the
bumpy surface of Monmouth
Avenue? What about fire trucks
seeking the shortest route be
tween two points? And will an
attempt to solve current
problems lead to unseen - and
bigger - hassles?
There are no King Solomon's on
Jake Jacobson's council. But
Solomon himself might have
resorted to coin-flipping.

Income tax info
by JOHN J. MANDELARE

FEDERAL AND STATE
RETURNS ARE DUE MONDAY
- APRIL 16.
A return or tax payment is
Closure of the widely-used sec
considered to be filed or paid on
tion of Monmouth Avenue
time as follows:
(between Church and Jackson
a) if you are to receive a
Streets) was argued from the
refund, your return is post
standpoints of aestheticism and
marked on or before April 16.
safety (especially safety).
b) if you owe tax and thus must
(1) College campuses bi
submit a payment, the payment
sected by ''concrete monsters''
is received on or before April 16.
tend to look less like "in
In the case of a taxpayer who
stitutions of higher learning"
dies during the year, the due
and more like the local business
dates are esentially the same. I
district.
find many people unaware that
(2) A very high element of
generally a return must be filed
danger is introduced when you
for
a decedent. Such a return is
mix automobiles and Campus
usually filed by an executor,
Elementary pupils - not to
administrator
or
legal
mention the 3,500 OCE students
representative
of
the
decedent.
A
who cross the street frequently.
copy of the death certificate for
Several
Stadium
Drive
the decedent is filed with the
residents were asked how they
return.
felt about the re-routing
It is possible that the return
filed for a decedent results in a
refund. Who receives the refund?
The claimant must file Form 1310
to indicate the right to claim the
sixteen members of the OCE unable to be donors. Donors, refund.
faculty and staff, eighteen whether OSEA members or not,
Amended returns were men
students, and five townspeople. may request the release of their tioned in an earlier column and
Donors from outside the OCE donation to assist whomever they prompted many questions by
community were Frank Barnett, wish. However, any releases, interested readers. The due date
Darryl Brown, Lorette Links, and other than to an OSE household, for an amended return claiming a
Evan Smith of Monmouth, and that exceed the amount the donor refund varies according to the
Martha
Gibbons
of
In specifically gave into the OSEA basis of the claim for refund. For
dependence.
blood bank in the past year must most cases, the refund claim
All members of the OCE be replaced.
must be filed within 3 years from
chapter and their immediate
An opportunity to add to the the date the return was filed or
family may draw from the blood blood bank will come at the next within 2 years from the time the
bank as needed, even if they are Monmouth
bloodmobile, tax was paid, whichever expires
Tuesday, April 24 and Wed the later.
nesday, April 25. The collection
Suppose you were a student
hours at the OCE College Center during 1971 and didn't file a
will be noon to 7:30 p.m. on April Federal return for that year
professor of transportation, Uni 24 and 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
versity of California at Los April 25.
Requests for releases from the
Angeles, and Mrs. Catherine May
Bedell, chairman of the U.S. OSEA blood bank should go
through either Fred Hirsch,
Tariff Commission.
chairman of the blood bank
Conference topics include committee, home phone 838-4176;
banking, public finance, mass or Joan Pratt, OSEA chapter
transit, planning, the consumer president, home phone 838-0483.
price index, forecasting and Both have current records of
donations and of OSEA mem
international trade.
Details are available from bership so either can authorize
economics
or
business the American Red Cross to
administration faculty members. release the blood.

OSEA establishes local blood bank
Thirty nine local people gave
donations to establish a blood
bank for the OCE chapter of the
Oregon
State
Employees
Association in the Winter Quarter
blood drive at OCE last
February. The bank has been
established as a service to the
community and OCE as well as
chapter members and their
households.
Those donating to give the bank
an initial inventory included

here," she asserted, "is terrible.
And it's getting worse all the
time.
"There is going to be a bad
accident around here some day,"
she predicted. "People use this
street for speeding contests.
"Really, I don't see how it's
going to make any difference,"
she said in response to the
proposed closure. "If anything it
will make it worse."
So the jury is out on the Mon
mouth Avenue situation. Is one

because your income was below
the amount required for filing.
Furthermore, you now realize
that the amount of Federal
withholding tax for that year
should all or partly be a refund to
you. Even though you didn't file a
1971 return, you can file an
amended return form within 2
years from the time the tax was
paid.
Do you owe tax and need more
time? File Form 4868 on or before
April 16 and receive an automatic
extension to June 15.
Did you work in another state
and have state withholdings?
Check to see if you are required
to file either on the basis of gross
income or residency. Some states
require you to file a state return
whether or not you are a resident,
regardless of the amount earned.
It is surprising how many tax
payers
overlook
amounts
withheld by other states on their
W-2 forms.
If you have to obtain tax forms
from another state, be sure to
obtain a complete tax in
formation booklet and not just a
copy of the state return. You need
the booklet to determine how
standardized-itemized deduc
tions on your Federal return are
to be treated on the state return,
to compute the correct tax and
other information related to your
tax situation.
In order to receive credit on the
Oregon return for taxes paid to
other states, you must file a copy
of the other state return and
evidence of payment. Thus, when
you file your Oregon return,
attached to it will be a copy of
your Federal return and a copy
or copies of returns filed with
other states.

MARINE*
ARE LMKIM
FOR A FEW
OOOB MEN TO
FLY IT.

Want ads
APARTMENTS

NOW

AVAILABLE!!

We h a v e a f e w n e w v a c a n c i e s . O n e
b e d r o o m , u n f u r n i s h e d S97, s t u d i o
S88.50, a n d o n e , two b e d r o o m
St 10.50. M a r r i e d c o u p l e s o r r e t i r e d
people w e l c o m e . New c a r p e t i n g ,
spacious storage, laundry, private
patio o r balcony. Call 838-0253 o r visit
265 S. College, Apt. 14, M a n a g e r .
Harvey Carter.

GARAGE SALE: Sale Saturday &
S u n d a y . "Includes w a t e r bed a n d
f r a m e , bookshelves a n d lots m o r e !

F O R S A L E : 10 s p e e d boy's bike, S30,

good condition. All g e a r s in working
o r d e r . Chain lock included. Call 838
3886 o r s e e a t 730 N. Knox. Apt. 510.

Marine Officer Selection
Team will be on Campus

F O R S A L E : Zenith Circle

Others on the program are Dr.
John R. Meyer, professor of
economics at Yale University
and president
of the National
Bureau of Economic Research;
Dr. Peter Hall, professor of ur
ban and regional geography at
the University of Reading,
England; Dr. George Hilton,

April 11, 1973

E p i p h o n e CTOO c l a s s i c a l
g u i t a r w / c a s e . E x c . condition, f i n e
i n s t r u m e n t . MUST S E L L , $130 o r
best o f f e r . S e e J o h n O t h u s , B a r n u m
203, 838 9920.

FOR SALE:

sound S t e r e o
S y s t e m . Excellent condition, $90.
Call Nancy a t 838 0399 o r s e e a t 302 S
Monmouth No. 2.

Apply now for pilot training.

T H A N K Y O U : Malcolm.

for t h e pizza.

All u s kids.
F O R R E N T : Two b e d r o o m f u r n . a p t s .

Wall t o wall c a r p e t i n g a n d s t u d y
included. $120 p e r m o n t h . Call 838
3485 o r s e e m a n a g e r s 53 W G e n t l e No.
32. Lexington H e r i t a g e Village.

P e o p l e ! ! Volunteers a r e
n e e d e d t o help with recycling for
S a t u r d a y ' s E a r t h Day Clean Up. Call
O S P I R G , 838 3448.

WANTED:

Date: 19 & 20 April 1973
Time: 10 am to 2 pm
Place: College Center
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As I

ItS

-By Dave LovikAs this issue comes to press, the 1973 baseball season
is a week old. Besides who is qoing to win the division
titles, the big issue this year is the designated pinch
hitter. Everybody is aligning themselves as to whether
this change is good or bad.
AAyselt, I think that I will take a wait and see posture. I
am thanktul that only the American league is using the
new rules. Hopetully the National League will serve as a
control group so at the end ot the year baseball's moguls
can put their heads together at the end ot the season and
decide intelligently whether to adapt or abolish the rule
universally.
I do have a couple observations on the designated
hitters however. Looking at Monday's box scores, every
team used a slugger as a designated hitter with the
exception ot Oakland who used Angel Mangual. If these
sluggers hold true to form, you'll see a lot of dh's hitting
between .200 and .250 with maybe 20 home runs.
There is one big inequality in the designated hitter
rule this year. In the World Series, the American League
pitchers will have to hit for themselves. Now most of
these pitchers will be swinging a bat for the first time all
season. (Note: not one pitcher in the American League
swung a bat Sunday.) Big advantage for the Nationals.

+++

Now the business of who is going to be in the running
for the divisional title.
AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST: Minnesota. The Twins
were hit hard by injuries and bad breaks last year and
that just can't happen two years in a row. The Twins fea
ture outstanding hitting and an above average pitching
staff. Defending World Champion Oakland will give the
Twins a good run for their money. The team to watch
will be the Chicago White Sox. Sluggers Dick Allen and
Bill Melton should give knuckleballer Wilbur Wood good
support.
AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST: Baltimore. The Orioles
slipped last year but still have the nucleus of past
champions still intact. Let Boston get consistant per
formances from their key players and the Red Sox could
take it all. Detroit could be in the running but I don't
think all those old horses have it in them.
NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST: Cincinnati. The Reds
have their usual powerhouse hitting and one of the best
pitching staffs in the sport if everybody stays healthy.
Imagine the trauma an opposing pitcher goes through as
he faces that batting order of Rose, Morgan, Tolan,
Bench, and Perez. Slow them down maybe, but you
won't stop them over the course of an 162 game
schedule. Have to rate Los Angeles and Houston as
contenders. The managers here are the key. Walter
Alston (LA) always manages to get the most from his
team. Leo Durocher is the reason that Houston won't
win the pennant. Durocher's methods of running a ball
club might have worked twenty years ago but not now. It
is almost inevitable that the Astros will have astronomic
dissension before the season is over.

Zumwalt wins four

Women spikers roll
victory, and high jumper Melody this year," states Rice. "I think
by TED GRIMSRUD
The OCE women hosted an Beyer, who won her specialty we are probably as strong as
anyone else." The Wolves host
eight team track meet last with a leap of 4'11".
Other OCE winners were Alice Oregon State today in what could
Thursday, and came out with an
easy victory. They scored lOO1- Sicora in the 880 (2:33.1) and Nan be a preview of the state meet
which will be held here later this
points compared to 54 by Por Collie in the mile (6:03.5).
"Oregon State should be our spring.
tland State University, 31 by Mr.
Hood Community College, and strongest competition in the state
221 j by Lane Community College.
Willamette, Reed, George Fox,
and Portland Community College
were also entered in the meet but
sent only a few competitors who
scored only 11 points total.
OCE garnered eight first
places and eight second places
out of fifteen events. Coach
Jackie Rice was pleased with her
team's performance as a whole
as she cited a number of good
early season performances.
"Kathy Bryant should be
mentioned for setting a new
school record in the shot with a
put of 36'8", although she finished
second to Dot Barnes of Mt.
Hood," said Rice.
Jeannie Zumwalt successfully
tripled, as she was victorious in
three individual events and was a
member of the winning 440 relay
team.
Zumwalt won the 100 with a
time of 11.9, the long jump at
15'93i", ahead of teammate
Alice Sicora (15'6V), and the
200 meter hurdles (31.4).
"We should be strong in the
lows," Rice opined. "There was
Jeannie Zumwalt breaks the sand in one of her four first place
no one to push us Thursday as we
efforts long jumping 15' 934". She also won the 100 yard dash, 200
finished 1-2-3-4."
meter hurdles and was on the winning 400 yard relay team to lead
Also turning in good efforts
the OCE women to an easy victory in an eight-team track meet.
were Cheryl Patterson, who
(Photo by Bill Coffel)
threw the javelin 130' for the

Pack pitching woes mount
"Pitching is the key to the
game," said Joe Caligure
recently, "and we just don't have
any pitching this year." Flimsy
Wolf batting averages simply
compounded the problem as the
Oregon College dropped five
straight games in the past week.

In mos) recent diamond action,
the Wolf hitters connected for a
season-high seven runs, but
pitching proved the decisive
factor as the University of
Portland rallied to win 8-7 on a
bases-loaded single in the bottom
of the ninth.

NL
West
1-Cincinnati
2-Los Angeles
3-Houston
4-Atlanta
5-San Francisco
6-San Diego

East
1-Baltimore
2-Boston
3-Detroit
4-New York
5-Cleveland
6-Milwaukee

East
1-Pittsburgh
2-New York
3-Chicago
4-St. Louis
5-Montreal
6-Philadelphia

How are the playoffs going to go? Who knows but I see
them this way: Minnesota over Baltimore, Cincinnati
over Pittsburgh and Cincinnati over Minnesota.

+ ++

The Evergreen Conference is one of the strangest in
existence. Three teams from District 1 and four from
District 2 makes for a strange conference. I think that
this should be changed for several reasons which I will
discuss next week.
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Doug Carl received the starting
pitching
assignment
from
Caligure, but was relieved by
Terry Fisher after giving up
seven runs in the second. Rick
Caldwell took over for Fisher in
the eighth and was credited with
the loss. Don Tomlin went the
distance behind the plate.
In baseball action last week,
the Pack diamondmen dropped a
5-1 contest to Portland State and
then were whipped in three
straight Evergreen Conference
matches
against
Central
Washington, 9-2, 2-1, and 14-3
respectively. In Ellensburg, the
Wolves had no pitching, no hit
ting, and no defense. "We were
terrible," said Caligure," we had
18 errors in three games."

N A T I O N A L L E A G U E E A S T : Pittsburgh. Even
without Roberto Clemente the Pirates are too deep and
too talented for anyone to even run close to. The battle
here will be for second place.
AL
West
1-Minnesota
2-Oakland
3-Chicago
4-Kansas City
5-California
6-Texas

Jack Flitcraft collected two
hits in three times at the plate,
accounting for two runs. Gary
Heeter and Lee Nordhagen each
knocked in a pair of runs with one
hit apiece.

Southern Oregon College is on
the agenda this weekend as the
Wolf batsmen will attempt to
improve upon their 1-10 record in
an Evergreen Conference threegames series. Action on the
campus diamond will commence
with a nine-inning game on
Friday at 3 p.m. and a pair of
seven-inning contests will start at
10 p.m. on Saturday.
Lefty Doug Carl warms up between innings in a recent OCE game.
Carl is being counted upon to be the ace of the OCE pitching staff
which thus far this season has been anything but overpowering as
the Wolves record has plummeted to 1-10. Third baseman Bob
Fosters backs Carl up. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Dickinson Insurance
MAIN
MONMOUTH
838-0632

COLLEGIATE NOTES
Understand all subjects, plays and
novels faster!
-- Thousands of topics available within
48 hours of mailing
-- Complete with bibliography and foot
notes
- Lowest Prices are G U A R A N T E E D
SEND $1.90 for our latest descriptive
Mail-Order Catalogue with PostagePaid Order
Paid Order Forms too:
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH GUIDE
1 N. 13th St. Bldg. Rm 706
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
HOT-LINE (215) 563-3758
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Women ready for ultimate gym exhibition
by TIM PETSHOW
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS
EVERY
SO
OFTEN
IS
SOMETHING
N E W ,
SOMETHING SPONTANEOUS,
UNCONTRIVED,
EVEN
TRANSCENDENT
IT AC
TUALLY ARRIVED IN THE
FORM OF OLGA KORBUT
Martha Duffy
Sports Illustrated-19March 1973
For several weeks there, the
news media solemnly told us that
we Americans were 4'discover
ing" gymnastics. Television, the
almighty god of sports and show
biz, reluctantly put aside hockey
scores and the weekly '500 to
bring into the collective U. S.
living room Olga Korbut and
Tamera Lazakovich and Olga

Sports
capsule
Baseball
Portland State 5, OCE 1
Central Washington 9, OCE 3
Central Washington 2, OCEt
C e n t r a l W a s h i n g t o n 11, O C E 2
Portland 8, OCE 7

Men's Track
O C E 103, O r e g o n T C 6 5
Softball
O C E 12, M a r y l h u r t 3
O C E 7, W i l l a m e t t e 0
JV S o f t b a l l
O C E 15, P a c i f i c 3
Women's Tennis
Oregon 7, OCE 0
Oregon State 7, OCE 1
Women's Track
O C E 100'
Portland St. 54, Mt. Hood
CC 31, L a n e C C 2 2 ' . , W i l l a m e t t e 8 , R e e d
2, G e o r g e F o x 1, P o r t l a n d C C 0
IN T H E F U T U R E
Baseball
April 13
Southern Oregon; Mon
mouth, 3:00
April
14
Southern
Oregon;
Monmouth (doubleheader), 10:00
Golf
April 13 1 s t R o u n d N o r t h w e s t C o l l e g e
Classic; Tacoma, 1:00
April 1 4 N o r t h w e s t C l a s s i c ; T a c o m a ,
9:00
J V Golf
April 1 3 M t . H o o d C C ; G r e s h a m , 1 : 0 0
April 14 15
Statesman
Journal
Classic; Salem
Men's Tennis
April 13
Southern Oregon; Mon
mouth, 10:00
April 13
Portland; Monmouth, 3:30
April 16
Linfield; McMinnville, 3:00

Oregon;

Mon

Softball
April 12

Oregon State; Monmouth

JV S o f t b a l l
April 12

Oregon State; Monmouth

Women's Tennis
April 12 W i l l a m e t t e ; M o n m o u t h , 3 : 0 0
April 16
Oregon State; Monmouth,
3:00
Women's Track
April 12
Oregon State,
Oregon, Lane CC; Eugene

"That includes ALL the
colleges, the big universities on
down to the junior colleges,"
Goodson notes. Indeed, one who
merits the highest rating on the
uneven bars in this meet is THE
best collegiate uneven bars
performer in the nation. There is
not a collection of NCAA's,
NJCAA's to complicate things.
How will Goodson's protoges do
in the Big Meet?

"It will take 90.00 to 95.00 points
to place in the top five or ten," the
young coach says simply. The
Monmouth gymnasts compiles an
87.95 in placing second at the
Northwest Regional'meet in
Seattle.
Goodson
winces
when
reminded of that meet.
"We had three girls place first
up there (Diana Dill on the
unevens, Sandy Jackson on the
beam, and Pepper Mensing in the
floor ex) including the all-around
champion
(Mensing),-'4 he
related. "And the University of
Oregon beat us.
. "Their HIGHEST finish was a
third.
"Poor judging," he declared,
smiling now-but still remem
bering the first place trophy that
got away.
Who, then, will be the best of
the best?
Goodson
indicated
that

Springfield (Mass.) College,
national champions for the past
three years, will once again be
the team to beat. Midwest
powers University of Indiana
and Southern Illinois University
"will certainly be in the top five."
The University of Washington,
fifth ranked in '72, do not appear
to have the superstar-caliber
athletes this time around.
"Oregon
and
Eastern
Washington could place in the top
fifteen," Goodson mentioned,
assessing the top teams from the
northwest.
The journalism world is
overrun with stale and boorish
jock cliches. A list of the all-time
favorites would certainly include
"hot rivals," "rifle arm,"
"talented toe,"; perhaps "hoop
clash" and "big gunner" would
qualify as well.
A couple of new ones aestheticism and fulfillment-will
have to be sent to Des Moines.

OCE males end

Men's Tennis
Oregon 9, OCE 0

Southern

Meanwhile, life went on for
OCE's talented group of gym
performers. No TV cameras
were on hand to record the
7 o'clock morning runs; the
hours of painstaking preparation
and improvement will never be
shown on WIDE WORLD OF
SPORTS.
For the OCE men, the com
petitive season ended in

LaCrosse, Wisconsin several
weeks ago at the NAIA national
meet. But for six of the finest
female athletes on the west coast,
the 1973 finale is yet to come.
The six, Candy Bold, Pepper
Mensing, Debby Gribskov, Sandy
Jackson, Debby Webb, and Diana
Dill, will be on exhibition at the
Drake University fieldhouse in
Des Moines, Iowa, April 20 and 21
for the National Collegiate
Womens Gymnastics cham
pionships.

^

Golf
L e w i s a n d C l a r k 1194, O C E 1204,
W i l l a m e t t e 1223, S o u t h e r n O r e g o n 1234,
W h i t m a n 1247, L i n f i e l d 1248.
S o u t h e r n O r e g o n 10, O C E 8
O C E 9 1 ?, S o u t h e r n O r e g o n 8 ' ?

Men's Track
April 14
mouth, 1:00

and Ludmilla Turishcheva and
Olga
Sometimes the cameras even
went so far as to film ACTUAL
PERFORMANCES.
"I guess I'm kinda neutral on
the subject," Gary Goodson says.
"It (the Russian national
womens gymnastics team's tour
of the U. S.) has been a great
catalyst for women's gymnastics
nationwide.
"And even if it was the show
business atmosphere that did it
(captured the American fancy
for a couple of weeks)" the
guiding light of Oregon College of
Education's splendid gymnastics
program concluded . "And
what's wrong with that."

Southern

gym campaign
Oregon College of Education
recently sent three of their top
male gymnasts to LaCross,
Wisconsin to compete in the
NAIA National championships.
These three sophomores are the
first gymnasts from Oregon
colleges to have ever attended
the NAIA meet.
Ed Loper was the highest
finisher as he placed 7th in the
horizontal bar competition.
Loper missed competing in the
finals by one place, as just the top
six moved into the finals of the 40
who were in the preliminaries.
Jon Strid was entered in both
the parallel bars and the allaround. He placed 10th in the
former, and, according to Coach
Gary Goodson, would have made
the finals but for some
questionable judging. Strid
placed 12th in the all-around also.
The third OCE gymnast who
placed was Rocky Sagers, who
was 15th in the all-around out of
21 competitors.
Goodson said that he was very
pleased with the performance of
his trio of sophomores, and that it
was an encouraging finish to a
good year. "The experience
gained in the nationals should
give them confidence in the fact
that they can compete with
anyone in the country," says
Goodson.
Loper, in particular, must be
considered a strong threat for
future national honors as he
missed making the finals by just
0.05 and his mark of 8.45 was 0.4
below that of the national
champion in the horizontal bar.

Pigtailed Candy Bold, the only freshman on the OCE squad to
qualify for the collegiate championships, April 20 and 21, will vault
and perform a free floor routine at the Des Moines meet. (Photos
by Carolyn Johnson)

198 Liberty Street, N.E
Salem, Oregon 97301
585-7200

Clothes For Men
OPEN MON. & FRI. TILL 9 PM

Debby Webb, a sophomore from Eugene, carefully traverses the
length of the balance beam in a performance that earned her a trip
to the national gym meet in Des Moines. Ms. Webb received a 6.8
rating on the beam at the northwest regional meet.
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Trackstars triumph

Kenny B • small package, big product
by MIKE HAGLUND
lamron 2 editor
If a Midget Olympics were
ever organized, the high hurdles
would either have to be
eliminated or the midget
qualification standards would
have to include athletes the size
of Ken Boethin. At 5-8 and 135
pounds,
Kenny
appears
precariously slight to be hopping
over obstacles that scrape the
sky at 42 inches, nearly twothirds of Boethin's height.
In fact, in an event dominated
by tall, long-legged speedsters,
Boethin is a most unlikefy person
to be running the hurdles. But the
Wolfpack spike captain brings
more than his uniform-matching
red hair to a high hurdles contest.
Some call it determination,
others just guts. But whatever
you call it, the compact dynamo
that is senior Ken Boethin is one
hell of a high hurdler.

Ken Boethin, captain of the Wolf track forces, exhibits the high
hurdles form that saw him overtake the Oregon Track Club's Ron
Brown with a record-shattering time in the high hurdles. Brown, a
former state champion in the hurdles, ran his lifetime best despite
an injury. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Wolf golfers 2nd on
greens in 7-way
The OCE golf team has been
very busy recently, as they
competed in a two-day, seven
team tournament last Friday and
Saturday and. two dual matches
with Southern Oregon last
Sunday and Monday respec
tively.
The Wolves finished second to
Lewis and Clark in the seven
team tourney which was held at
Tokatee Country Club. The OCE
golfers combined for a total score
of 1204, ten strokes behind the
winners. The individual for the
'Pack was Jim Schwareveldt who
finished sixth.
The first dual match against
SOC was held at McNary Golf
Club Sunday, and resulted in a 108 victory for the Red Raiders.
The key factor in the SOC victory
was a 6-0 edge in the matches
involving the number 1 and 2
players.
OCE came back to win the
second match 94 to 84 as the 14

points picked up in the 1 and 2
matches by the Wolves made the
difference.
The golf team travels to
Tacoma,
Washington
this
weekend to play the first round of
the Northwest College Classic.

In last Friday's home spikefest
featuring the Oregon Track Club,
the Monmouth Track Club, and
the Wolf thinclads, Boethin
lowered the stadium record by .3
of a second enroute to a thrilling
victory in his 120 yard specialty.

Women's
tennis
falls to
UofO, OSU
Oregon and Oregon State
proved too strong for the OCE
women's tennis team in dual
matches the past week.
Oregon skunked the Wolves 7-0
last Thursday in OCE's season
debut. The 'Pack managed to win
but two sets in all seven matches.
They were won by Mary Mitchell
in the number 2 singles match
and by the number one doubles
team of Pam Moen and Debbie
Bronkey.
OCE fell to Oregon State 7-1 in
Corvallis Tuesday. The only OCE
point came in the number four
doubles match when Heidi Hartzell and Joanne Winter won 6-2, 63. The Wolves didn't win any sets
in singles competition.
Today at 3:00 the Wolves will
host Willamette and next Monday
they will host Oregon State, also
at 3:00.

Netters
crushed
The OCE men's tennis team
had their perfect 1973 dual match
record blemished last Saturday
as they were destroyed by the
University of Oregon 9-0. The
Webfoots could do no wrong as
they dealt the Wolves the loss,
OCE's first this year after three
consecutive one-sided wins.
OCE met the Oregon State JV's
last night after having their dual
match with Pacific postponed
Monday. The netters meet both
SOC and the U of Portland to
morrow in a dual match,
doubleheader.

•

The smallest member of the OCE
crew, Boethin caught former
state champion Ron Brown of the
OTC on the seventh hurdle and
won in 14.5, tying the school
record he shares with graduate
Dave Stephens. "I've gotta work
on my start," he said after the
race, "Brown killed me out of the
blocks.
"He's got to be the best small
hurdler of all time," gurgled
Spinas, who seldom deals in
superlatives. "He's definitely the
best competitor I've ever
coached."
But if captain Boethin was
setting the example, only a few of
the OCE cindermen were taking
the cue. In a meet characterized
by uninspired, sluggish per
formances, the Wolves romped to
a 103-65 victory over a team
composed of athletes from the
University of Oregon junior
varsity and the Oregon Track
Club. The Monmouth Track Club
competed, but was not scored.
Freshman
Dave
Domine
celebrated his 20th birthday a
couple of days late with a 210-8
heave in the javelin. Triply
effective, the throw was the
curly-haired rook's lifetime best
by more than 12 feet, garnered a
first place in the event, and
topped school record holder Ed
Pohl who has thrown in excess of
230 feet.
Senior sprinter Roger Woods
sped to a lifetime best in the 100
behind the Monmouth track
Club's ace speedster, Zeemore
Harris. Both were timed in 9.8 for
the century and the mark tied
Woods with the best small college
mark in the Northwest.
Jim Bean started slowly, but
soon swivel-hipped his way to the
front and walked away with an
80-yard victory in the 2-mile
walk. His 14:23 clocking is easily
the best small college standard
this season. Sophomore Rob
Frank huffed, puffed and walked

his way to a third place in the
event, shaving 10 seconds off his
lifetime best (14:56.6).
And Burl Wheaton, the lanky
blonde, jumping jack who
decided
to
stop
stuffing
basketballs and triple jump just
two weeks ago, got everything
together and brushed the sand at
44-11. His lifetime best was
second only to his coach and MTC
mentor John Gillespie (47-6).
Gillespie managed 'the jump in
between his duties as a stand-in
for Howard Cosell at the
Monmouth microphone.
Sophomore shotputter, Doug
Torbert, a transfer from Cal
Poly, hefted the iron ball 49-0 for
a lifetime best and third place.
Massive Lloyd Graves, who has
been putting infrequently due to
an injury, performed well with a
48-11 toss.
Spinas put his distance people
through a grueling workout on
Wednesday and they responded
with some tired performances on
Friday. Second to Rick Fordney
was steeplechaser OTC's Ojala in
9:41.2 and freshman three-miler
Chris Fatland was 15 seconds off
his best with a 15:21.0 clocking
and third place in the three-mile.
This Saturday, the Wolves
meet Southern Oregon College in
an Evergreen Conference dual on
the Monmouth oval. Although the
Red Raiders sport a rather
formidable stable of distance
runners, the Wolves should win in
a cakewalk. Even Don Spinas
commented, "It hadn't better be
close."
The local track clubbers and
the Eugene athletes each
captured seven events compared
to the Wolves six first place fin
ishes, but they were no match for
the collegians' depth. Quartermiler Bob Graves and the mile
relay quartet (Mike Carter, Paul
Means, Dan Gorman and
Graves) provided the other two
Pack victories in 51.6 and 3:33.4
respectively.
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OCE Students WIN A FREE PIPE!
Present or mail this coupon
to qualify for the monthly drawing
for a genuine Capital Brier Pipe
(Drawing to be held April 30)
U« a9
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your tobacconist,
Murray Johnson
fine imported pipes
mail order service
quality tobacco
blended in our shop

State and Liberty Sts., Salem
Phone 364-2224
lamron 2

